But now the moment, bold, belongs to Vader,

Who in stalking gait proclaims to him :

"I have been waiting all these many years

For your return, O Obi-Wan. We meet

Again at last," the Sith asserts, and steps
Into the light, his blade a lunge away.

Remarked they'd come full circle, as he now

Was Master, formerly had student been.

But Ben dismisses mastery of evil.

Leaps and lunges with his cobalt blade

Upon his former student, to undo

The ill unfolded from his traitor deeds. ...

Now blades shall speak the rest, and how they slash!

The flashing fireworks of fire clash

About them, showered with the slicing light,

The color of their combat, crash and sparks,

The tesla-arcs of spitting lightning blades

Bestow upon each other in their friction!

Crackling hum and whistling, screaming whine --

One could behold the thunder's storm in strikes

Of rainbow light -- the ruby 'gainst the blue --

About them there -- the tear and rip of wrath's

Explosion in the glaring, burning blades!

The spin of samurai in martial dance,

A minuet of death hypnotic, glare

Of circling suns to sever one the other.

Looking grim to face this monster once
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His former friend, Ben is bemused and still

Within, a thousand meditations grew --

In-gathering his precious peace to peak

And turning fight to meditation, breathes,

Conserving strength for final feats, which shall

A newer hope now strengthen, which shall rise

From what he now prepares, a sacrifice

That Vader ill-suspects at all...
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